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 It is no secret that the planet is undergoing a colossal transformation due to climate 

change, the consequence of humanity’s ongoing decisions about resources and the value of non-

human life. Whether we overhaul our current system or not, we will soon inhabit a vastly 

different world, if we inhabit the world at all. This knowledge looms large over any speculation 

about the future, which tends toward the apocalyptic, assuming that it’s too late to change 

anything and that humanity will be wiped out.1 It may be too late to reverse climate change, and 

a massive extinction is indeed underway, but the likelihood that humanity will be entirely 

destroyed in an epic disaster is slim.2 We do not know what will happen in the future, and I 

believe that the responsible (if optimistic) reaction to this awareness of climate change is to do 

everything and anything to be a better citizen of the world. If we want the future world to be a 

more balanced, or less devastated, place to live in, there’s every reason to start that 

transformation now, through “small, unilateral steps toward peace in everything we do”3. Indeed, 

2017 is not even close the starting point for environmentalism – the contemporary environmental 

movement is around half a century old – but it has not yet achieved the goal of shifting society 

away from ecological destruction once and for all. As a new generation of people enter 

adulthood and the next generation is becoming aware of the world, we have an opportunity to 

change the way we exist on this planet. 

In an age of such chaos and widespread anxiety, the role of the artist is to go beyond the 

representation and become more directly involved in shaping the future. To be meaningful and 

effective, art must function as “not merely a conservation of what we were or a reaction to what 

we are, but a proper commitment to what we could be… the material formalization of the 

                                                 
1 Julian Cribb, “Can humanity survive the 21st century?”, The Millennium Alliance for Humanity and the Biosphere, 
last modified September 20, 2016. https://mahb.stanford.edu/blog/humanity-survive-c21/ 
2 Jean-Luc Nancy and John Paul Ricco, “The Existence of the World is Always Unexpected,” in Art in the 
Anthropocene, ed. Heather Davis and Etienne Turpin (London: Open Humanities, 2015), 89. 
3 Petra Kelly, Thinking Green! (Berkeley: Parallax, 1994), 37. 
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possible”.4 My studio practice is focused on the relationships between humans and other living 

things, addressed through printed and sculptural material in a way that is poetic, quiet, and 

reflective. While I am happy with this direction, I feel that I must also do more to make my work 

a catalyst for social change. The Honors Thesis project became an opportunity to branch out 

beyond my typical practice and work on a more didactic and socially engaged project. My goals 

were to first understand ecological citizenship myself, and then encourage it in others. This took 

the form of two iterations of a workshop in Alfred, and then of a zine which will be distributed 

both within and beyond my immediate community. 

The research for this project began slowly in my second year of college when I came 

across a few foundational texts by accident. The first was Mitchell Thomashow’s Ecological 

Identity: Becoming a Reflective Environmentalist, which I happened upon in a used bookstore. I 

had been loosely involved in Green Alfred for a year but wanted to dig deeper into 

environmentalist theory and how I could apply it to my own life, so I picked it up. This book 

turned out to be an important resource for planning the “Ecological Citizenship” workshops, as it 

is a collection of Thomashow’s methods for teaching ecological identity work. The second book 

that put me on the path towards this project was Gary Snyder’s “Four Changes”, an essay in the 

back of Turtle Island, which a friend lent to me thinking I would enjoy the poetry. I certainly did, 

but this essay was particularly captivating because it joins global political activism with personal 

consciousness raising in a way I had never seen before. The final accidental text that set me on 

this path was The Environmental Handbook, a collection of essays having to do with 

environmental education and activism. I found this book literally sitting outside in the rain, an 

abandoned part of someone else’s art project. “1970s – THE LAST CHANCE FOR A FUTURE 

                                                 
4 Fabien Giraud and Ida Soulard, “The Marfa Stratum: Contribution to a Theory of Sites,” in Art in the 
Anthropocene, ed. Heather Davis and Etienne Turpin (London: Open Humanities, 2015), 179. 
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THAT MAKES ECOLOGICAL SENSE” is emblazoned on the back, a rather ominous statement 

to read in the 2010s. While it is a theoretical text, it is also truly a handbook for creating change, 

and the authors’ uncompromising passion is palpable. I went on to read much more than these 

three books, but I bring them up because they laid the groundwork for this project in my mind. 

None of them mentions the term “ecological citizenship”, but together they perfectly sum up the 

core of the concept – reshaping individual identity to include obligation to the planet, then 

connecting individual responsibility to community-wide or even global efforts to remedy 

ecological problems.  

I have spent my senior year doing more intensive (and intentional) research into the topic 

of ecological citizenship to clarify its meaning for myself. The theory is generally attributed to 

British political theorist Andrew Dobson. I was never actually able to find his original text, but 

his work was referenced in nearly everything else I read on the subject. As a form of citizenship, 

it is non-territorial and non-contractual, meaning that it is not linked to any one governing body, 

and there is no written set of laws by which ecological citizens must abide. Rather, the individual 

or the community recognizes their membership in, and therefore obligation to, a broader 

ecosystem.5 Responsibility is emphasized over rights, though if this framework were actualized 

on a significant scale, I believe the rights of humans would be improved, along with the rights of 

non-humans and the land.   

As an offshoot of ecology, ecological citizenship goes beyond scientific analysis of the 

ecosystem and focuses on how humans can consciously improve their role. Before one can 

practice ecological citizenship, one must first understand ecological principles and have at least a 

loose working knowledge of one’s environment. Educator David W. Orr writes that “ecology, 

                                                 
5 Katelyn Stenger, “Citizenship and Environmentalism,” Earthzine, last modified February 6, 2009. 
https://earthzine.org/2012/02/06/citizenship-and-environmentalism/ 
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like most learning worthy of the effort, is an applied subject. Its goal is not just a comprehension 

of how the world works, but, in the light of that knowledge, a life lived accordingly.”6 He argues 

that when ecology is left out of most subjects in education, students learn that it is its own 

separate subject and not intertwined with everything else. Reading this, I realized that before I 

talked about making citizenship more ecological, I would have to talk about what ecology is in 

the first place and how people can learn about it. Beyond formal education, I think the best way 

to learn about the environment (and, coincidentally, the best way I come up with ideas for my art 

practice) is listening and paying careful attention to one’s biome over time. This is addressed a 

bit further in the final zine than it was in the workshops. 

I have led two hour-long “Ecological Citizenship” workshops so far, first with an 

Environmental Research Procedures class, and then with the public at the Judson Leadership 

Center. These workshops are centered on deconstructing our ideas about ecology, community, 

and citizenship, and talking about how our environmental footprint is related to the other things 

that are important to us. It was also a way for me to crowd-source information to continue the 

project. The workshops ran as such: 

1. Introductions – everyone says their name and a place that is important to them 
2. Discussion of “community” – list what communities you’re part of, talk about what it 

means to be part of a community… 
3. Drawing idea webs – one group for “Ecology” and one group for “Citizenship” 
4. Discussion of idea webs, coming up with an expansive definition of each term 
5. Slides - what “ecological citizenship” means, history of the term 
6. Discussion of how to be an active ecological citizen 
7. Discussion of habits of mind – do you see yourself as an agent of change in your 

community? Do you feel obligation to the non-human parts of the planet? Do you feel 
committed to the place where you live?7  

                                                 
6 David W. Orr, “Ecological Literacy,” in Ecological Literacy: Education and Transition to the Postmodern World 
(Albany: State University of New York, 1992), 87. 
7 Michael B. Smith, “Local Environmental History and the Journey to Ecological Citizenship,” Taproot 23, no. 2 
(2014): 12-20. http://ezproxy.alfred.edu:2053/docview/1729956221/abstract/B05061DE85B2460DPQ 
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8. Slide – ways of improving ecological literacy – discussion of when and where people 
learned about the natural world 

9. Brainstorming potential concrete lifestyle shifts, leading into open discussion 
 
 
The most surprising thing that I took away from the workshops was the lack of efficacy 

in the participants, even those who had strong feelings about the environment. I asked everyone 

if they view themselves as agents of change in their community, and I was met with mostly “no”, 

head-shaking, and a few who offered reluctant “maybe’s”. This was even after everyone had 

taken time to consider the communities they are a part of, down to their smallest social groups. 

Beyond dealing with ecology, this is a problem for young people in all areas of our life. If we do 

not even believe that we can create change, then we will never try to do so. 

These workshops were a valuable step in my own development because it was my first 

time leading a workshop that was based on conceptual discussion rather than a practical activity. 

In the future I’d like to organize variations on the same theme, which would of course look 

different depending on the audience, time frame, and location. The events that already happened 

were successful in examining preconceived notions about ecology and citizenship, but were 

lacking in that there was not enough discussion devoted to developing environmental action or 

constructing personal identity around ecology. These are the elements that get people excited, 

and given a similarly short period of time, I would put the most emphasis on the latter. 

A more comprehensive version of this workshop could take the form of longer sessions 

over a few days, involving small group activities and one-on-one discussion in addition to group 

conversations, with personal reflection happening on one’s own between the days. Moving the 

workshop outside, whether in an urban or rural environment, would also give more meaning to 

the term “ecosystem community”. In an urban environment, there might even be more to talk 

about. Walking between several locations can be a tool to exemplify the effects of different kinds 
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of land use or simply to practice the kind of critical looking necessary to understand one’s 

environment. With a more dynamic plan and appropriate time devoted to each activity, people 

may be more inclined to open up and share their ideas, and the conversations could lead to more 

practical conclusions. Facilitating a longer workshop such as that would likely involve teaching 

collaboratively with others who are familiar with ecological education or social change 

leadership.  

I am most familiar with working with college students, and the intellectual format I’ve 

been working with is best suited for a group of adults. To reach younger people, the workshops 

would definitely have to involve more moving and hands-on activity, and these subjects would 

be addressed a more casual and positive way. Several short workshops or activities, each creating 

an engaging and fun way to learn about ecological processes, could be built into an existing 

summer or after-school program in collaboration with the teachers. 

If I still only had an hour to reach a broad audience, I would opt toward simply leading a 

walk than organizing a sit-down discussion-based workshop. People of all ages can participate in 

a walk, and depending on the terrain, it can include those who can’t walk as well. The act of 

observant walking, alone or with a group, is a simple embodiment of the main points I’m trying 

to convey through this work – connecting to place by being mentally present and fostering care 

for that place and the things that live there.  

To settle the project for now, I produced a zine titled All Together: a primer for 

connecting to place + cultivating ecological citizenship. I knew I wanted to make a zine from the 

very beginning because of the format’s flexibility. Self-publishing allows an author to bypass the 

accepted conventions for writing, design, and publishing, and zine-making is a prevalent mode of 

communication between young creative people.  Of course, zines tend to lack the “finish” of 
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traditionally published booklets, but I believe that the do-it-yourself aesthetic makes the content 

even more approachable. All Together is made up of text typed on a typewriter, bits of found 

text, lined and graph papers, and background images from magazines and books. Each page was 

collaged together by hand in the haphazard style of zines from the 1990s, then scanned 

individually and laid out for printing. Initially the project was started in InDesign, but I 

eventually scrapped that version because I prefer to ideate an entire page at a time rather than 

treat text and image as separate elements. This production method is more intuitive for me than 

digital design and stays true to the reasons I wanted to make a zine in the first place. Copies will 

be available first at my BFA thesis show, in as many libraries and distros as I can get them to, 

and online as a free PDF file. 

All Together is a forty-page guide that contains questions and exercises designed to lead 

the reader on a path of investigating their ecological community and their engagement as a 

citizen. It is similar to the framework of the workshop, beginning with community and ecology 

and moving into citizenship and action, but with more depth and specificity. Several of the 

questions were inspired by a quiz I encountered called “Where You At? 30 questions to elevate 

your awareness and literacy of the greater place in which you live.”8 This questionnaire is a 

fantastic tool, but is formatted in a way that is (perhaps intentionally) overwhelming. I was also 

inspired by another zine, Towards an Anarchist Ecology, which is fairly similar to my own 

project. At the end of the introduction, the authors say that they “want to let go [of] this idea of 

arriving at some point at which we no longer need to strive.”9 Similarly, I made it clear that my 

zine was not a packaged solution or endpoint by any means, but a tool for starting to understand 

one’s role as an ecological citizen. 

                                                 
8 Kevin Kelly, “Where You At?,” Alliance of Artist Communities. 
9 Knowing the Land is Resistance, Towards an Anarchist Ecology (2014), 
https://ia902307.us.archive.org/1/items/TowardsAnAnarchistEcology/towards-anarchist-ecology.pdf 
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My Honors Project has been an exciting amalgamation of numerous ideas that have 

bubbled up during my undergraduate career. Though this particular project may be complete, 

there is still endless work to do and there will always be a need to strive. I closed out the zine 

with a snippet from a magazine: “We must not succumb to the idea that because things are a 

particular way not, those conditions are natural, inevitable, and permanent.”10 This sentiment is 

the basis for all social change efforts, and to me, is the reason to make art – to imagine different 

worlds and cross the boundaries that say those worlds aren’t possible.   

 

                                                 
10 Jesse D. Palmer, “Don’t Cop Out! Calling for a Climate Uprising,” Earth First! Journal, Yule 2015. 
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